Introduction
High-speed rotating body is widely used, but the bottleneck in the development is sensitive to rotating body's attitude sensor technology. This is the core technology involved in the practical use of the rotating body. However, it is not reported in the domestic and international so far.
The author found that the micro-mechanical pendulum mounted on the rotating body produces the gyroscopic effect due to the drive force generated by the spin of the rotating body. It can detect yaw, pitch and spin angular velocity of the rotating body, and it has the function of the three traditionalgyro , . Through application of this discovery the bottleneck is not only broken, but also the cost of using is greatly reduced ~ . Fig. 1(a) is a front view of the micro-mechanical pendulum. Fig. 1(b) is a signal acquisition circuit. Fig. 2 is a micro-mechanical pendulum chip's structural section.
Micro-mechanical pendulum
Micro-mechanical pendulum was hanging in the box by the beam. Above and below the silicon pendulum chip, a pair of stopper pads is symmetrically set up. When the rotating body yaw or pitch, beam vibration put the pendulum piece along with vibration. Swing of the pendulum piece on intermediate layer leads to capacitance changes in the circuit. The signal outputs because of bridge out of balance. The detection signal can obtain the yaw, pitch and spin angular velocity. . It is a sensitive schematic to rotating body yaw, pitch and spin angular velocity. The rotating body and micro-mechanical pendulum mounted on the rotating body constitute the closed-loop gyro together. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 4 . The shematic block diagram The shematic diagram of gyroscopic Micro-mechanical pendulum chip's structural section Fig. 4 shows a micro-mechanical pendulum can output the spin angular velocity and the transvers angular velocity (as polar). With geographic coordinate system, it output yaw, pitch and spin angular velocity.
Sensitive to the rotating body's attitude mechanism
Mounted on a rotating body, the micromechanical pendulum's kinematic equation is
Steady state solution:
Eq. (2) shows that the output of micro-mechanical pendulum swing angle is related to the spin angular velocity φ and the transvers angular velocity Ω. The output waveforms are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 .
The vertical axis represents the output voltage signal in Fig. 5 , the horizontal axis represents time. The spin angular velocity is available from the carrier ( Fig. 6 (a) ), while the envelope is to enter the transverse angular velocity ( Fig. 6 (b) ). If the transverse angular velocity is constant, the envelope is a straight line ( Fig. 6 (a) ). With the geographical coordinate system, the output signal includes yaw, pitch and spin angular velocity.
The above characteristics show that micro-mechanical pendulum's structure is simple. It can also output the yaw, pitch, and the spin angular velocity, with three general gyro's function and the use of low cost.
Application in the polar coordinate transformation attitude control system of the rotating body Micro-mechanical pendulum the output As shown in Fig. 7 , is a fixed point on the vertical axis of the rotating body and OZ fixes on the vertical axis of the rotating body. To take two points , on the rotating body, make and surface . The coordinate system of the rotating body is established, of which the axis is same direction as , the axis is same direction as , and the axis is same direction as .
When the rotating body in Fig.7 rotates around the axis with the spin angular velocity φ , the coordinate plane will be the same around the axis with angular velocity φ . It is supposed that the points and Nare respectively M of axis OM and N of axis ON when rotating body began to turn. We establish coordinate system ox y z with OM , ON , OZ, where ox and OM direction, oy and ON direction, and oz and OZ direction are in the same direction.
We define the coordinate system ox y z subject to the rotating body coordinate system. Then oxyz and ox y z are the following relation. 
In that coordinate system ox y z turn angle φ t around the z-axis with counterclockwise rotation, namely the rotating body coordinate system oxyz can be obtained.
Micro-mechanical pendulum A and B are installed as shown in Fig. (8) . Their sensitive axes are perpendicular to each other. A sensitive axis is in the x-axis and B sensitive axis in the y-axis. Coordinate plane oxy of the coordinate system oxyz (see Fig.7 ) of the rotating body is fixed on micro-mechanical pendulum that is in the rotating body. The oxy rotates along with rotating body with angular velocity φ . Therefore, if the angle that is transverse angular velocity ω t relative to rotating body coordinate system x-axis is α t , angle φ t α t is relative to coordinate system ox y z (see Fig.7 )'s x -axis. Therefore, in order to obtain the transverse angular velocity relative to ox y z, the value ω t , azimuth α t and φ t need to be obtained. Rotating body coordinate system transformation Method to obtain the transverse angular velocity of the rotating body coordinate system.As shown in Fig. 8 , when any transverse angular velocity exists, with the reference coordinate system , the micro-mechanical pendulum A and B output voltage signal as follows:
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are respectively output voltage signal for the micromechanical pendulum A and B. The both of k and k are the scale factor of the A and B. The α t is angle of transverse angular velocity ω t and x-axis. It is easy to find that the V t and V t are orthogonal (see Fig. 9 ). Using of orthogonal envelope detection method described in Fig. 10 , we can obtain the size of transverse angular velocity and azimuth relative to coordinate system oxyz.
With Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), solution is
With Eq. (6), transverse angular velocity is 2 2 
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With Eq. (6), azimuth angle is
Therefore, Eq. (8) can determine the magnitude of the transverse angular velocity ω t . Eq. (9) can determine the azimuth angle α t .
If micro-mechanical pendulum A and B have the same scale factor that
Eq. (10) into Eq. (8) and (9), ω t is Fig.10 The principle of orthogonal envelope detection Fig.9 The phase relationship of the A and B output Azimuth's angle is
Therefore, for the same scale factor, the magnitude of the transverse angular velocity ω t is determined by Eq. (11) and the azimuth angle α t by Eq. (12).
The method to obtain spin angular velocity relative to the quasi-rotating body coordinate system.We adjust micro-mechanical pendulum A and B scale factor to the same. The angle between and -axis is relative to quasi-rotating body coordinate system. It is supposed that the spin frequency of rotating body is , the azimuth angle caused by spin is always at t-time. Because of ≫ , can be represented by . So Eq. (4) and (5) can be expressed by
As can be seen from the above equation, voltage output signals V t and V t are proportional to the transverse angular velocity and scale factor is . The frequency modulated signal includes two main frequency of f and f . In order to calculate the spin axis frequency at real-time, we need to eliminate frequency f ω of low-frequency signal ω t . In order to extract the carrier frequency we usually use orthogonal frequency detection method. The block diagram is shown in Fig. 11 . The principle of orthogonal frequency detection 
Derivation of V t and V t
Resulting in the spin frequency Micromechanical pendulum mounted on a rotating body. Using of rotating body spin instead of the traditional gyro driving force generated by its own driver structure, the gyro driven by rotating carrier has been constituted. Carrier-driven gyro can sensitive rotating body's yaw, pitch and spin angular velocity at the same time. It has the function of the three traditional gyro.
Micro-mechanical pendulum and the rotating body together constitute the closed-loop gyro driven by rotating carrier. It is used to rotating body attitude control. This technology has not only broken through the bottleneck of rotating body attitude control, and also greatly reduced the cost of using.
